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Why?
The Covid-19 Pandemic has catalysed a movement towards working remotely 
across all sectors as businesses begin to look forward to a world post-pandemic. 
The film, commercial and events industries also need to look forward in order to 
visualise a production environment where key creatives are not physically present 
on location. 
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To keep South Africa high on the list of efficient and experienced locations we 
aim to utilise the impetus of the current scenario. Effectively making South Africa 
synonymous with high-end remote production and events.

What?

ℹ

Definition: Live streaming is the simultaneous recording and 
broadcasting of video and audio using a data network, in real-time.

There are many live-streaming technologies and services world wide. These 
options range from individuals broadcasting realtime videos over social networks,
to large content distribution networks such as Netflix, DSTV, Hulu etc. The 
solution required for the film, commercial and events industries in South Africa 
must priorities quality of service and image fidelity.

Priorities
 Establishing a reliable and secure platform for broadcasting and viewing real-

time content.

 Creating a standard for reliable remote communications to be used between 
set and contributers

 Procure hardware necessary to scale

 Train Technicians to use the hardware on set

 Establish documentation and knowledge-base for the best possible client 
experience

Suggested Remote Production Outline
 Stream a live High-Definition picture from set to remote contributors using a 

high speed ‘bonded’ cellular or dedicated satellite connection Client, Agency, 
Directors, Producers, HODs, Editorial etc)
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 Establish an additional 360° camera view from set to provide context for 
remote directors or contributors using a separate high speed ‘bonded’ 
internet connection

 Provide a communication platform for efficient and controlled communication 
from on-set technicians to remote contributors. 

How?

Process overview:
 Encode HD video source Direct from camera or recording system)

 Capture encoded stream on cloud-based server

 Record stream on cloud-based server

 Use cloud-based software decoder to distribute stream to multiple viewing 
platforms

 Deliver to viewing platform which includes the live-streamed video source as 
well as the collaborative communication portal.
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Costs
Hardware

 Setup and build costs of:

Encoders

Servers

Decoders

Service Fees

 Monthly support costs on 
servers/ decoders/ viewing 
platforms (technician cost)

 Monthly service costs on 
servers/ decoders/ viewing 

StreamVT production live-streaming workflow
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Viewing platforms platforms (subscription)

Training

 Technicians/Operators

 Location scouts

 Generating support 
documentation for technicians 
and clients

Recurring

 Connectivity Data + Hardware 
rental) costs

 Setup costs client side to 
ensure viewing platform works

 Technician daily rate

Option 1: StreamVT 

Teradek-Based Solution

A purpose built solution designed from 
the ground up by technicians working 
in the field. Teradek hardware, 
synonymous with wireless video 
services world-wide, forms the 
backbone of this system. the familiar 
design enables easy integration into 
existing and future systems. 

The StreamVT service uses H.265 
source encoding to reduce required 
bandwidth by 50%, resulting in stable 
service even in low coverage 
environments.

The StreamVT service features local 
support for hardware as well as field 
related issues. All hardware can be 
sourced locally with after market 

Option 2: Qtake 

Cloud Server

A new service on the market is the 
Qtake Cloud Server add-on for 
existing QTake VTO systems. 
Implemented in March 2020, this is a 
very new system that is largely 
untested as of now. A highly capable 
service offering, Qtake provides the 
ability to recall earlier takes, view 
basic edits and VFX composites when 
required. This service is only useable 
on iOS devices currently, as it runs on 
top of a mobile application developed 
by Qtake. 

The service utilises the H.264 codec 
for  delivery which can lead to a drop 
in image quality as it requires twice 
the bandwidth of H.265/HEVC. 

http://streamvt.co.za/
https://qtakehd.com/
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support structures already in place. 
Being a stand-alone mobile system, it 
is possible to deploy a StreamVT unit 
regardless of terrain or existing 
production workflow. 

Hardware Costs: R265,000*

Monthly Costs:  R5,000

Daily rental fee:  R10,000**

ℹ

* Costs calculated on a 
single unit generating a 
single video stream. 
Additional cameras are 
directly proportional costs. 
** Daily Rental fee includes 
data usage

Most high-end video operators have 
access to a Qtake system, making this 
software based solution immediately 
deployable as an optional add-on for 
any Qtake system owner. Cloud 
servers are run and managed by Qtake 
at the cost of a monthly subscription 
fee. 

Hardware Costs: R200,000 
(*additional to a QTake system)

Monthly Costs:  R22,000

Daily rental fee:  R6,700**

�

* Costs calculated on a 
single unit generating a 
single video stream 
estimated daily rental fee is 
additional to a Qtake system 
**  Daily Rental fee includes 
data usage

Add-Ons


